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We examine a search money model in which there is a symmetric coincidence of wants in all barter matches. However, when bargaining outcomes are asymmetric across matches, the barter economy is inefficient. Then a robust monetary equilibrium exists provided that money holders enjoy adequate bargaining terms. Fiat money may be welfare improving. In contrast to the literature, it is the asymmetry in bargains across matches rather than asymmetry in demands that generates these results. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: C78, E40.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since Jevons (1875) and Menger (1892), the absence of the double coincidence of wants has been the key feature used to motivate a role for money as a medium of exchange. Recent contributions by Jones (1976),...
Kiyotaki and Wright (1989, 1991, 1993) among many others, provide general equilibrium search models that prove how an absence of the coincidence of wants gives rise to valued money. In other money models, like that of Williamson and Wright (1994), informational frictions generate an effective absence of the double coincidence of wants. In all these models, money fails either to be robustly valued or to improve welfare if there is a frictionless double coincidence of wants in matches. It is tempting to presume that this is a general result.

This paper examines a search money model in which there is no impediment to barter from Jevons’ “want of a coincidence of wants” in matches. The particular model we develop is a variant of Shi (1995) and Trejos and Wright (1995) where goods are divisible and there is diminishing marginal utility of consumption. We modify the model so that there is a symmetric double coincidence of wants in all barter matches: both agents in any match receive the same utility from consuming equal quantities of the other's good.

The model is used to determine under what circumstances, if any, robust monetary equilibria would exist with frictionless exchange in matches. We find equilibria in which money holders strictly prefer to hold money in search, when barter generates asymmetric bargains across heterogeneous matches and money holders enjoy sufficiently good bargaining terms of trade.

In describing the patterns of exchanges consistent with our results, we take an agnostic view toward particular bargaining solutions. Rather than restricting our analysis to a particular mechanism (like split-the-surplus or take-it-or-leave-it solutions), we explore all individually rational bargains. Bargains on a match’s surplus frontier are referred to as efficient bargains.

To get a more specific characterization we restrict the analysis to efficient bargains arising from the generalized Nash bargaining solution. Asymmetric bargains result whenever the Nash bargaining weights vary across matches according to the mix of items traded. This captures the idea that some traders may get the better of others in particular matches. We examine the convention where each agent receives a superior bargaining weight \( \Omega > 1/2 \) in as many barter matches as it has an inferior weight, \( 1 - \Omega \). With random matching, all agents are in a similar position ex ante.

With asymmetric bargains and diminishing marginal utility of consumption, barter generates an inefficiency. The benefits from receiving better bargains in half of the matches is not compensated by the loss of receiving poor terms in the remaining matches. On average agents are worse off relative to when the bargains are symmetric, \( \Omega = 1 - \Omega = 1/2 \).

When the barter convention generates an inefficiency, monetary equilibria may exist provided that money holders enjoy sufficiently good bargains.
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